
Orca Books’ Marxist Reading Group
THE STATE and REVOLUTION by V. I. Lenin [1917]
Some questions to help engage with the text

1. Why does Lenin say a democratic republic is the best possible shell for capitalism, and once
capitalism establishes its power in this shell, no change of persons, institutions or parties can
shake it? Does this still hold true today? Has capitalism found or created better shells?

2. Lenin discusses the importance of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat (DotP). In places such as the
US with a direct legacy of slavery and genocide of native peoples, how would the DotP resolve the
problems of white supremacy and settler colonialism?

3. The main criticism presented against the Paris Commune was that they didn’t “suppress the
bourgeoisie and crush their resistance” with enough determination. In this spirit, what critiques
could be made of the former Capitol Hill Occupied Protest (CHOP) / Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone
(CHAZ) (for a “topical” and “local” example), or similar leftist occupation attempts?
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4. The first decree of the Paris Commune was the suppression of the standing army to be replaced by
the armed people. The first commandment for the bourgeoisie was the disarming of the workers.
What could this say about the relationship between weapons and state power?

5. Communist society will most likely emerge from capitalist society, stamped with all the economic,
moral and intellectual birthmarks from capitalist society. What forms could these “birthmarks”
take today, if a communist society emerged from our capitalist society?

6. Lenin hoped that the revolution in Russia would spark a wave of revolutions throughout Europe – by
and large this didn’t materialize and the Soviet Union was encircled by capitalists. How did this
a�ect the ability of the state to wither away?

7. Lenin’s 7th chapter was going to be on “the experience of the Russian revolutions of 1905 and
1917,” but due to “experiencing the revolution” he was never able to write it. Given the experience
of revolutions over the last 100 years, what lessons can the proletariat be provided, and as Lenin
asks specifically, in regard to state power?

thank you for coming!!!


